We have carried out configuration-interaction calculations for 'F" states of Li and Be+ and 
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we consider several two-and threeelectron core-excited levels' of high orbital angular momentum (D and F states) with the highest possible multiplicity, namely, two-electron triplets and three-electron quartets. These states are amenable of very precise treatment by means of configuration interaction (CI) calculations. Our purpose is twofold: (i) to explore the accuracy that can be achieved by assuming transferability of the relativistic, radiative, and mass-polarization energy corrections E~~a mong similar electron cores (2p, ls2s 'S, 1s2p 'P, and 1s2s sS+ 1s2p 'P) neglecting the corresponding outer-electron effects, and (ii) to identify and predict new lines in the core-excited spectra of He, Li, Li, and Be'.
Let us consider two levels separated by an energy 4 Z. Since E is a small fraction of the nonrelativistic energy E", one may write2 nr+ rrmy y gg-gg + Qg
(1) (2) where the E", contribution is calculated with a zeroth-order nonrelativistic wave function. In the following we will assume bE"", b E", (core electrons) which leads to bE = b, E"+ b, E"(core}.
hen the cores of the two levels are equal, like in the Li 1s2s4f~E ' Li ls2s3d D transition, bE", &E"(core) = &E(core) bE", (core Table V) (1) 4+o (1) -'&' (2) 4D o(1)~4P (1) 4&' (2) 
